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In this paper we consider an interaction of two solitons represented by a two-
soliton solution of KdV. Unlike previous work on the subject we do not associate
solitons with the maxima of the two-soliton solution but with the poles of a certain
singular solution which can be considered as a two-antisoliton solution since it
annihilates the original two-soliton solution. Motion of these poles may be chosen
to represent motion of the solitons participating in the interaction and unlike inter-
action of the two maxima, interaction of the poles always proceeds in the same
manner: The faster one approaches the slower one at a minimal distance, where
they exchange identities and then separate.  1999 Academic Press
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Since the very beginning of the modern theory of the Kortewegde Vries
equation
ut&6uux+uxxx=0 (1)
many authors have considered the two-soliton solutions of (1), [1, 310].
Since the two-soliton solution represents a nonlinear interaction of two
solitons, much of the research has been driven by a desire to understand
which part of the solution corresponds to each soliton and which part is
responsible for the interaction itself.
A typical two-soliton solution has generically two local maxima which
conventionally are considered to represent the two solitons participating in
the interaction. As described in [6] the local maxima move to the right
with the faster one ‘‘overtaking’’ the slower one. The process of ‘‘overtak-
ing’’ manifests itself differently in different cases. In some cases two maxima
get sufficiently close to each other and exchange their identities without
getting into direct contact whereas in some other cases the maxima may
merge together and then separate again.
In this note we present a slightly different view based on the following
colloquial theorem.
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Theorem. For a given fixed pair of positive real numbers }1 and }2 , the
set of all two-soliton solutions with eigenvalues }1 and }2 is extendible to a
two-dimensional real linear space isomorphic to R2. This isomorphism carries
the set of all two-soliton solutions into the first quadrant of R2.
Since the main ideas are based on the proof of the theorem we provide
it first and then study the interaction.
Proof. Consider the set of functions of the form
$ (})=;1$(}&}1)+;2$(}&}2), ;1 , ;2>0, (2)
where $( } ) is the Dirac delta function. For each given $ (}) we can
construct exactly one two-soliton solution by first constructing
F (x)=|

0
$ (})e&}x d}=;1e&}1x+;2 e&}2x (3)
and then solving the GelfandLevitanMarchenco integral equation
F (x+ y)+P(x, y)+|

x
F (x+z) P(z, y) dz=0 (4)
for an unknown function P(x, y). The two-soliton potential is easily found
[4] as
u(x)=&2
d
dx
P(x, x)=&2
d 2
dx2
ln det A, (5a)
where A is a 2_2 matrix with the entries:
Anm=$nm+
;ne8}
3
nt&(}n+}m)x
}n+}m
, n, m=1, 2. (5b)
If we replace (2) with the set of functions
$ (})=;1$(}&}1)+;2$(}&}2), ;1 , ;2 # R (6)
and repeat the outlined procedure, we obtain a more general class of
solutions of (1), some of which, however, will be singular. What is inter-
esting is that (6) can be viewed as a linear space with basis $(}&}1),
$(}&}2), and ;1 , ;2 viewed as coordinates of $ (}) in that basis. The
linear operations are defined in the usual way, i.e., if $ 1=;11$(}&}1)+
;12 $(}&}2) and $ 2=;21 $(}&}1)+;22$(}&}2), then
a$ 1+b$ 2=(a;11+b;21) $(}&}1)+(a;21+b;22) $(}&}2). (7)
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This structure of a linear space on (6) is easily carried over onto the set of
solutions of KdV of the form
u=&2
d 2 ln det A
dx2
,
Anm=$nm+
;ne8}
3
nt&(}n+}m)x
}n+}m
, ;1 , ;2 # (&, +). (8)
The elements $(}&}n), n=1, 2 generate a basis of (7), en=& (2} n2 
cosh2}n(x&} n2 t)) , whereas the elements &$(}&}n) generate inverses of
the basis  en=(2} n2sinh2}n(x&}n2 t)) . Elements ;n$(}&}n) generate
potentials
;n en=&
2}2n
cosh2[}n(x&}2nt)+ ln ;n]
&
2}2n
cosh2[}n(x&}2n t)+ ln |;n | ]
, if ;n>0,
={ 2}2nsinh2[}n(x&}2n t)+ ln |;n | ] , if ;n<0,0, if ;n=0,
while the elements ;1$(}&}1)+;2 $(}&}2) generate potentials
(;1 e1) (;2 e2)
=&2
d 2
dx2
ln det \
1+
;1e8}
3
1 t&2}1x
2}1
;2e8}
3
2t&(}1+}2)x
}1+}2
;1e8}
3
1 t&(}1+}2)x
}1+}2
1+
;2e8}
3
2 t&2}2x
2}2
+ .
It is clear that the operations  and  can be viewed as multiplication
by a scalar and addition on (8); endowed with these operations (8), indeed,
becomes a linear space. If ;1 , ;2>0, the potential (;1 e1) (;2 e2)
is exactly the superposition of ;1 e1 and ;2 e2 so it is only natural
to extend the definition of superposition of any two elements of (8),
(;11 e1) (;12 e2) and (;21 e1) (;22 e2), to be [(;11 e1)
(;12 e2)][(;21 e1][(;22 e2)]=[(;11+;21)e1][(;12+;22)
e2]. Thus each element (;1 e1) (;2 e2) of (8) has an inverse
[(;1 e1) (;2 e2)]=[(&;1)e1][(&;2)e2]. In particular
each soliton ;n en |;n>0=&(2}
2
n cosh2[}n(x&}2n t)+ln ;n]) has its
inverse (;n en)=(&;n)en=(2}2n sinh2[}n(x&}2nt)+ln ;n]) which
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we call an antisoliton. Each two-soliton potential (;1 e1)
(;2 e2)|;1, ;2>0 also has its inverse [(&;1)e1][(&;2)e2]|;1, ;2>0
which we call two-antisoliton potential.
The above implies that we can study the motion and interaction of two
solitons given by a two-soliton solution of (1) by looking at the motion
and interaction of their ‘‘mirror’’-images two antisolitons given by the
corresponding two-antisoliton solution of (1). In the space (7) the mirror
image of ;1$(}&}1)+;2$(}&}2)|;1, ;2>0 can be easily obtained by chang-
ing the signs of ;1 , ;2 . In the cartesian coordinates u, x, potentials
(;1 e1) (;2 e2) and [(&;1)e1][(&;2)e2] are hardly mirror
images of each other. We can think, however, of [(&;1)e1]
[(&;2)e2] as a reflection of (;1 e1) (;2 e2) in a bit unusual looking
glass, one of the kind described in [2].
When we study interaction of two solitons we usually associate these
solitons with the two local maxima of the two-soliton potentials. If we want
to study the interaction of two solitons by looking at the interaction of
their ‘‘mirror’’-images antisolitons, we can associate these antisolitons with
the two poles of the two-antisoliton potential. These poles, however, are
precisely the zeros of
{=det \
1&
;1e8}
3
1t&2}1x
2}1
&
;1e8}
3
1t&(}1+}2)x
}1+}2
&
;1e8}
3
2t&(}1+}2)x
}1+}2
1&
;2e8}
3
2t&2}2x
2}2 +
=1&
;1
2}1
e8}
3
1 t&2}1x&
;2
2}2
e8}
3
2 t&2}2x
+
;1;2
4}1}2 \
}1&}2
}1+}2+2 e8(}
3
1+}
3
2) t&2(}1+}2)x
= ;1;24}1}2 }
}1&}2
}1+}2 } e4(}
3
1+}
3
2) t&(}1+}2)x
__\4}1}2;1;2 }
}1+}2
}1&}2 } e&4(}
3
1+}
3
2) t+(}1+}2)x
+ ;1;24}1}2 }
}1&}2
}1+}2 } e(4(}
3
1+}
3
2) t&(}1+}2)x+
& }}1+}2}1&}2 } \
;1}2
;2}1
e4(}
3
1&}
3
2) t&(}1&}2)x+;2}1;1}2 e&4(}
3
1&}
3
2)t+(}1&}2)x+&
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= ;1;24}1}2 }
}1&}2
}1+}2 } e4(}
3
1+}
3
2) t&(}1+}2)x
_{cosh _4(}31+}32)t&(}1+}2)x+ln \ }}1&}2}1+}2 } 
;1;2
4}1}2 +&
& }}1+}2}1&}2 } cosh _4(}31&}32)t&(}1&}2)x+
1
2
ln
;1}2
;2}1 &=
= ;1;24}1}2 }
}1&}2
}1+}2 } e4(}
3
1+}
3
2) t&(}1+}2)x
_{cosh[(}1+}2)x&.+]& }}1+}2}1&}2 } cosh [(}1&}2)x&.&]= , (9a)
where
.+=4(}31+}
3
2) t+ln \}}1&}2}1+}2 } 
;1;2
4}1}2 + , (9b)
.&=4(}31&}
3
2) t+
1
2
ln
;1}2
;2}1
. (9c)
All we have to do now is to study the points of intersection of the
graphs y+=cosh [(}1+}2)x&.+] and y&=|(}1+}2 )(}1&}2 )|
cosh [(}1&}2)x&.&].
A typical picture of the two graphs superimposed is shown in Fig. 1.
FIGURE 1
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As t goes from & to + both graphs move from left to right, with
y+ moving with velocity 4(}21+}
2
2&}1}2) and y& moving with velocity
4(}21+}
2
2+}1}2). Zeros of (9a), Z1 and Z2 , also move to the right. Since
|(}1+}2 )(}1&}2 )|>1, we will always have exactly two zeros, which will
never merge together unlike the situation with the local maxima of the two-
soliton solution described in [6].
The closest they can get to each other is when the minima of both y+
and y& are aligned along the same vertical line, as shown in Fig.2.
Thus the half-distance d between the minima satisfies the equation
cosh(}1+}2)d= } }1+}2}1&}2 } cosh (}1&}2) d . (10)
For }1 r}2 this simplifies to
dr
1
}1+}2
arccosh } }1+}2}1&}2 } .
The calculations involved are certainly much simpler than the calcula-
tions required in [3][10]. It also seems to be reasonable to consider
points Z1 and Z2 as ‘‘centers’’ of antisolitons and correspondingly of their
‘‘mirror’’-images solitons. Z1 and Z2 fit this role as well as the local maxima
of the two-soliton solution of (1). If we identify Z1 and Z2 with solitons
then the nature of interaction between them is no longer different in dif-
ferent cases. It will always be the same, namely, during the interaction two
FIGURE 2
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solitons come to the minimal distance 2d between them and exchange their
identities.
There is however a much deeper question here. Since superposition of a
soliton and an antisoliton with the same values of } and . is zero, they
essentially annihilate each other. But to annihilate each other they have to
be in the same location and their centers must be at the same point. Do we
choose that point to be the local maximum of the soliton or the pole of the
antisoliton? When there is only one soliton or antisoliton the answer does
not seem to matter. In the two-soliton or two-antisoliton case the situation
is quite different. Depending on whether we view the local maxima of the
two-soliton solution or the poles of the two-antisoliton solution as centers
of solitons, the whole description of the interaction becomes different. The
only reasonable answer seems to be that the notion of a center cannot be
precisely defined for a soliton (or antisoliton), a situation similar to what
in quantum physics is known as Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.
Remark. Having read the paper, a careful reader may see what may
seem to be a contradiction.
Recall [4], that u=&6cosh2 x is the value of a two-soliton
solution at t=0, and so it may seem that u=6sinh2 x is the value of a
two-antisoliton solution at t=0, thus contradicting our result. The
answer to this seeming contradiction is that u=6sinh2 x is the value of a
soliton-antisoliton pair at t=0 and thus there is no contradiction.
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